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DataSets
 @  �푐�= 3.773 GeV
 Integrated luminosity ~ 8 fb-1  → 20 fb-1:
     - 2.93 fb-1 in 2011-2012
     - 4.97 fb-1 in 2021-2022
     - �(e+e− → D0D0) ~3.6 nb            58 M D0 produced
     - �(e+e− → D+D−) ~2.9 nb           46 M D+ produced
 Pair production at threshold
 Fully reconstructed with low background
 Missing Track case

Fully reconstructed Partially reconstructed



Unbinned maximum Likelihood Fit

Formalism

ai = ρieiΦi   : the complex coefficient
Ai(p) : the ith  partial wave amplitude

• ���(�) : propagators of intermediate resonances 1 and 2;
• ���(�) and ���(�): Blatte-Weisskopf barriers;  
• ��(�): spin factor, describe the dynamic mechamism, 

angular distribution.

MC Integration



Phys. Rev. D 104, 012006 (2021)

 Before theory calculation for SCS decay                       is not consistent with experiment. 
 692 DT events with 97.4% purity @ � = 3.773 GeV
 Dominant

Topology diagrams for �+ → �∗(892)+��
0

data Fit



Phys. Rev. D 104, 012006 (2021)

 A factor of 4.6 improvement for B(                        ) 
 Previse measurement of B(                        )  could provide a more stringent test of 

the theorical models and help to deepen our understanding of the dynamics of 
charmed meson decays



arxiv: 2212.09048, submitted to JHEP

 Simultaneous Fit with two modes



Phys. Rev. D 95, 072010 (2017) 

 First publication of the amplitude analysis of four-body decay at Charm group
 Previous analysis only from MARKIII and E691
 Help to determine the absolute BFs, strong phase, benefit γ



Phys. Rev. D 100, 072008 (2019) 

Help to understand D→AP decay and the mixing between ��(�ퟐ��) and ��(�ퟒ��)



Phys. Rev. D 99, 092008 (2019) 

B(D0 → K−π+π0π0) = (8.86 ± 0.13(stat) ± 0.19(syst))%.

First amplitude analysis of this decay



Summary

 Amplitude Analyses of D hadronic decays with 2.93 fb-1 data @ Ecm = 
3.773 GeV have been published.

 8 fb-1 data now with more precison, totally 20 fb-1 in the future.
 Several amplitude analyses are ongoing, coming soon. 
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